ABSTRACT. In this paper, we obtain the radiuses of univalence, starlikeness and convexity for convolutions of starlike functions.
INTRODUCTION
Let .A denote the class of functions f(z) z + =2a, z" that are analytic in the unit disc D z Izl < 1 }, and let S denote the subclass of .A consisting of univalent functions. Let S" and K be the usual subclasses of S consisting of starlike and convex functions, respectively, that is, S" {f: Re(zf(z)/f(z)) > 0} and K {/: Re(1 + zf"(z)/f'(z)) > 0}. The convolution or Hadamard product of two power series f(z) ffioa,,z" and g(z)
,ffiobnz" is defined as the following power series (f g)(z) =oa,b,z". Hadamard products have many interesting properties and important applications, see [3] and [4] . It is well known that iff(z)=z+
fo dt E K.
Theorem A (see [1] ). If f E K and g E K(g E S*), then f g E K(f g E S'). However, it is also known that if f E S* and g E S*, f,g need not be in S*. Furthermore, Shell-Small in [2] showed that f g need not be in S for f E S* ad g E S.
MAIN RESULTS Lemma 1. Let F(z) z + E n----2t2zn" Then F(z) is starlike in I1 < 2-J 0.2as.
The result is sharp.
Proof. Noting that
and differentiating logarithmically both sides of (1) (3) . LING ProoL By the method ud in the prf of Threm 1 d by using ma 2, we get Threm 2 immediately d the shpns of the rt in Threm 2 is obtned kom (3).
Remark. The constt r0 in Threm 1 is usuMly refered to the radius of unice d stlikeness, wle the cott r in Threm 2 is ced the radius of convexity.
